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Abstract 

The present study was carried out to compare and contrast the use of metadiscourse elements in 

Persian and English research articles. The research tried to find out how English and Persian made use 

of metadiscourse elements, and whether the two languages differed in using metadiscourse resources 

in academic texts. The corpus used in this study, which was analyzed based on Hyland and Tse (2004) 

taxonomy, comprised 19 articles and 102,293 words in the two languages, English and Persian. The 

intralingual analysis showed that both Persian and English used interactive resources more than 

interactional ones, emphasizing the significance of text coherence over interpersonal function of 

language in the academic genre. Compared with English, Persian capitalized on more interactive 

resources, which shows that Persian puts a premium on textuality at the expense of reader 

involvement, hence, being comparatively less reader responsible. The results support the interlingual 

rhetorical differences in the use of metadiscourse resources to sustain solidarity with the readers and 

also to convey the intended propositional message (Mauranen, 2001; Valero-Garces, 1996; Blogojevic, 

2004). 
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Introduction 

Metadiscourse plays a pivotal role in organizing discourse and also in engaging the audience, 

extending the importance of meaning beyond the ideational to interpersonal and textual functions. As 

an interactive and rhetorical character of academic writing, metadiscourse establishes social and 

communicative engagement between writer and reader focusing on “those aspects of the texts which 

explicitly refer to the discourse or the writer’s stance towards either its content or the reader” (Hyland, 

1998a: 438). In other words, academic writers generate texts as much to represent some external 

reality as to display their attitudinal positions in relation to the external reality and the recipients 

thereof. Thus, metadiscourse represents some internal stylistic map whereby an external reality or 

message is created and conveyed. 

One important aspect of academic communication relates to the dichotomy of the external world 

knowledge, usually put as propositional knowledge, and the internal world knowledge construed as 

metadiscourse (Vande Kopple, 1985). To show the difference, Crismore, Markhanen, and Steffenson 

(1993) assert that the linguistic material not contributing to the ideational or propositional content is 

taken as metadiscourse since it assists the reader in organizing, interpreting, and evaluating the given 

information. 

Though the distinction seems viable and useful for practical and pedagogical purposes, some 

researchers believe that the dividing line to be drawn between the two appears to be blurred (e.g., 

Hyland & Tse, 2004, p. 160). It is very difficult to separate the two levels of meaning while it is 

claimed that meaning as such is the recombination or re-synthesis of various elements functioning 

together. That is, if ‘meaning’ results from the integration of different ideational, contextual, textual, 

and interpersonal elements, for stronger reasons it sounds illogical to speak of separate layers of 

meaning and claim that metadiscourse is sharply distinct from ideational meaning. Similarly, 

Crismore and Farnswarth (1990), while ignoring the idea of non-propositional meaning as 

metadiscourse, incorporate into their classifications referential, informational metadiscourse, implying 

that the two sides of meaning can be represented under one umbrella to emphasize the integrative 

nature of meaning. Therefore it will be of no surprise if we find a piece of discourse serving both 

functions. This argument, in line with Hyland (1998a), is provided to rule out the possibility of 

relegating metadiscourse to a secondary position, but to take it as an obligatory process of 

communicating meaning. Though the ambiguous status of metadiscourse as being propositional or 

non-propositional is still to linger on, the subject is not to be negatively affected or abandoned in the 

case of practical and contrastive analyses. 
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The second significant point of concern in the study of metadiscourse is the interaction that is to be 

established between writer and reader in academic texts. As opposed to the use of language in 

reference to the external world, metadiscourse is also utilized to manage the role the writer adopts in 

relation to the content and reader. This role is usually viewed as textual indicating how carefully a text 

is encoded to achieve coherence and organization, and also as interpersonal used to help writers 

express their attitudinal and personal reactions towards the readers (Halliday, 1994). This latter 

metadiscoursive function is believed to be a predominantly encompassing feature which also 

subsumes textual function as well. Hyland (2004) argues that textual function does not make a very 

clear and independent category, but it creates the conditions for both propositional and interpersonal 

aspects to materialize the sequential integrity of the text. Therefore, this view finds metadiscourse not 

so much of textual nature as of interpersonal function. As Hyland (2004) says, “metadiscourse is 

interpersonal in that it takes account of the reader’s knowledge, textual experiences, and processing 

needs and that it provides writers with an armory of rhetorical appeals to achieve this” (p. 161). 

Interpersonal function of metadiscourse is assumed to be variable across cultures and disciplines, 

making variable demands on the part of the reader to understand the message. Some cultures may 

leave much of the message to be decided by the reader whereas some others may go to great lengths 

providing a reader-friendly context. This important issue is based on Greenberg’s language typology 

of writer’s vs reader’s responsibility for effective communication. Some authors (e.g. Hinds, 1987) 

have theorized that metadiscourse as part of academic rhetoric presupposes the writer’s responsibility 

for the effective conveyance of message. In the same line of thinking, Hyland (1998a) stresses the 

independence of metadiscourse as intimately linked to the norms and standards of special cultural and 

professional communities. Furthermore, the distinctive characteristics of genre or culture are believed 

to prompt writers to capitalize on varying degrees of metadiscourse in regard to their addressees 

(Crismore & Farnswarth, 1990; Hyland & Tse, 2004). For example, while English academic discourse 

relies on the writer’s responsibility to provide appropriate transition statements for the reader’s 

convenient tracking of the writer’s logic, some other cultures such as Japanese, Korean, and Chinese 

display an opposite trend, giving over much of the responsibility to the reader to grasp the writer’s 

intention (Clyne, 1987; Mauranen, 1993; Swales, 1990; Blagojevic, 2004). 

Irrespective of the controversies over the status quo of metadiscourse, an interest is growing in 

writing conventions across different cultures and professional activities. Mauranen (1993) attributes 

such growing significance to the inherent paradox involved in metadiscourse, and claims that 

scientific texts are at the same time culturally independent and culturally variable, signifying the 

specificity of genre and distinctiveness of rhetoric or national cultures. Taken as a critical feature of 
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good native and learner language writing (Intraprawat & Steffenson, 1995), metadiscourse is an 

essential, yet neglected aspect of language use in general and in academic contexts in particular. This 

appears more so in the contrastive studies between Persian and English languages, where intelligibility 

of communication through proper cultural norms, values, and assumptions to trail the path to 

academic promotions finds most significance. In order to cast light on the issue of metadiscourse, the 

present study attempts to explore and gain insight into the way metadiscourse as an important 

rhetorical feature of language is realized in Persian and English academic writings. 

 

 

Review of literature 

In recent years there has been a growing interest in text genre analysis. The studies on genre analysis 

are varied and vast (Yates & Orlikowski, 1992; Miller, 1994; Kearsey & Turner, 1999; Bhatia, 1993; 

Connor, 1996, 2000). A great deal of research on genre has been devoted to the study of academic 

texts, especially research articles as a high stakes genre. These studies have analyzed different 

elements in different parts of research articles, e.g., genre of the discussion sections in articles and 

dissertations (Hopkins, 1988); abstract section (Hyland, 2000; Samraj, 2005); results (Brett, 1994 & 

Williams, 1999); discussions (Holmes, 1997); and discussions and conclusions (Yang and Allison, 

2003). 

Metadiscourse, as an important rhetorical aspect of academic genre, has also received significant 

attention. Some of the metadiscourse studies have concentrated on intralingual aspects. As a recent 

example, Hyland (2004) examined the purposes and distributions of metadiscourse in a corpus of 240 

doctoral dissertations and master’s theses of six academic disciplines and showed that writers used 

slightly more interactive than interactional forms. Also Perez–Llantada (2003) made it clear that 

Hyland's taxonomy of textual and interpersonal types of written metadiscourse techniques in the 

academic speech can be approached from two convergent perspectives: cognitive theory and 

pragmatics. That is, textual metadiscourse focuses on the processing of production and processes of 

speech, and interpersonal metadiscourse allows the audience to understand speakers' implications and 

presuppositions as well as speaker's stance while considering the social framework of the speech act. 

Other studies have focused on the interlingual analysis of metadiscourse elements. Blagojevic (2004) 

carried out a contrastive study of academic articles written in English by English and Norwegian 

native speakers. The results showed that though there were some differences in the way English and 

Norwegian writers used metadiscourse, and sometimes displayed certain preferences, Norwegian 

metadiscoursal model did not differ greatly from that of English native speakers. In another study, 

Dahl (2004) took a contrastive approach and investigated writers' appearance in three languages 

including English, French, and Norwegian and three disciplines. He concluded that the language 
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variable was the most important one within economics and linguistics where English and Norwegian 

showed very similar patterns, using much more metatext than French, but within medicine, all three 

languages displayed a uniform pattern of little metadiscourse. 

In Iran, Marandi (2003) performed a contrastive study of the use of metadiscourse in Persian/English 

master's theses across three groups: native (Iranian) speakers of Persian, non-native (Iranian) speakers 

of English, and native (British) speakers of English. The introductions and discussions of these were 

compared for the amount and types of metadiscourse used based on a slightly revised taxonomy of 

metadiscourse suggested by Crismore, Markkanen, and Steffensen (1993). She showed that different 

groups used metadiscourse types differently. More specifically, they used connectives, hedges, 

attributors, and persona markers differently from one another. Also, she concluded that native 

speakers of Persian used connectives the most, whereas native speakers of English used them the least. 

While native speakers of both Persian and English used more connectives in their introductions than in 

their discussions, non-native speakers of English used fewer connectives in their introductions than in 

their discussions. 

This study by Marandi (2003) seems to be the only one focusing on Persian and English differences. 

As Marandi’s study reveals potential differences between Persian and English, it is necessary to 

investigate the issue further so as to come up with a better picture for the metadiscoursal differences 

between the two languages. 

 

 

Research purpose 

Prompted by the fact that metadiscourse can be used to convey a message and create solidarity 

between the writer and reader, that it can be linked to the norms and expectations of a particular 

culture, and that it is genre-based, the present study was carried out to investigate the use of 

metadiscourse resources in English and Persian research articles. More specifically, the study tried to 

perform an inter/intra–lingual contrastive analysis between the two languages, using two distinct 

disciplinary corpora, namely, applied linguistics, and computer engineering. 

 

 

Corpus and justification 

The corpus consisted of two languages, namely, English and Persian. English was selected because it 

is used as an academic lingua franca for the international relationship nowadays, and academics are 

required to develop a good command of that language to function properly in the required contexts. 

Persian was selected because it is most probable that Iranians are subject to their first language 

interference, which may lead to the breakdown or misinterpretation of communication. L1 influence 

on L2 has already been shown to be a problem. Chelala (1982) identified 10 unsuccessful strategies 
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employed by L2 writers and concluded that using L1 to compose in L2 was somewhat more 

counterproductive than productive. Also, Kaplan (1966) compared writing samples in English from 

speakers of Arabic, Romance, and Oriental languages and claimed that each group displayed 

rhetorical characteristics expressing its native discourse "logic" not acceptable in standard English 

writing. The comparison and contrast of the two languages can help us discover and take care of the 

differences which may pose a threat to clear understanding. 

The articles were selected from well–known, refereed, and recently published journals (2004, 2005, 

& 2006). In order to investigate different writings, hence balancing out the problem of idiosyncrasy 

and particularity of writers' styles, the articles were randomly picked and care was taken not to include 

the same writers more than once. Articles whose authors were native speakers of English and Persian 

were selected for the analysis. In the case of multiple authorship, at least one author was a native 

speaker or a member of an academic staff in the U.S or U.K for English articles and a native speaker 

of Persian for the Persian research articles. The use of one native author in the case of English articles 

was a minimum criterion to ensure the use of standard English writing. 

Moreover, the articles in both languages were selected from two disciplines, Applied Linguistics and 

Computer Engineering, to represent two general streams of the humanities and non–humanities. 

Another point of concern was to include a variety of subjects which could help remove the problem of 

one single topic influencing the generalizability of the results. All this was done to make the corpus as 

representative as possible. However, it must be borne in mind that the results are to be very cautiously 

interpreted or generalized due to the limited scope and limitations of the study. 

The corpus used in the study consisted of 19 articles (9 English & 10 Persian articles) and 102,293 

words in the two languages, with English comprising 50,602 words and Persian 51,691 words. The 

names of articles and their respective journals, languages, and disciplines appear in the appendix. 

 

 

Data Analysis 

This study draws on the model of metadiscourse suggested by Hyland and Tse (2004) for data analysis. 

This model suits our purpose best since it is supposed to move away from previous treatments of 

metadiscourse towards a model that can capture the underlying principles of academic writing. To this 

end, Hyland and Tse (2004) claim that metadiscourse needs to be conceptualized as an interpersonal 

feature of communication, which stands in sharp contrast to Crismore’s (1989), and Williams’ (1999) 

views that metadiscourse contributes towards either propositional or interpersonal functions. 

Furthermore, unlike Mauranen (1993) and Bunton (1999) who see metatext as the writer’s self- 

awareness of text, Hyland and Tse (ibid) believe that ‘metadiscourse represents the writer’s awareness 
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of the unfolding text as discourse: how writers situate their language use to include a text, a writer and 

a reader’ (p. 167). To justify the model for academic contexts, the two writers conclude: 

 

 

The framework we have suggested offers a comprehensive and pragmatically 

grounded means of investigating the interpersonal resources academics deploy 

in securing their claims. But while we believe this provides both a theoretically 

more robust model and a more principled means of identifying actual instances, 

we recognize that no taxonomy can do more than partially represent a fuzzy 

reality. (Hyland & Tse, 2004, p.175) 

 

 

The model, which is presented below, is specifically named ‘a model of metadiscourse in academic 

texts’. 

 

Table 1: Hyland and Tse (2004) taxonomy of metadiscourse 

 

Interactive Resources: They help to guide reader through the text: 
 

a) Transitions (T): express semantic relation between main clauses. Examples: in 

addition, thus, but, and 

b) Frame Markers (Fm): refer to discourse acts, sequences, or text stages. 

Examples: finally, to conclude, my purpose here is to 

c) Endophoric Markers (En): refer to information in other parts of the text. 

Examples: noted above, see figure, in section 

d) Evidential Markers (Ev): refer to sources of information from other texts. 

Examples: according to X/(Y, 1990)/Z states 

e) Code glosses (Co): help readers grasp functions of ideational material. 

Examples: namely, e.g., such as, in other words 

 

 

 

 

Interactional Resources: involve the reader in the argument: 
 

a) Hedges (H): withhold writer's full commitment to proposition. Examples: might, 

perhaps, possible, about 

b) Boosters (Bo): emphasize force or writer's certainty in proposition. Examples: in 

fact, definitely, it is clear that 

c) Attitude Markers (Am): express writer's attitude to proposition. Examples: 

unfortunately, I agree, surprisingly 

d) Engagement Markers (En): explicitly refer to or build relationship with reader. 

Examples: consider, note that, you can see that 

e) Self-mentions (Sm): explicitly refer to authors. Examples: I, we, my, your 

 

The shortened forms of categories enclosed in parentheses will appear in the analysis. 
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To carry out the analysis, the information related to the journal, site, article outline, authors' names, 

acknowledgements, and reference were deleted and only the abstract, introduction, methodology, 

discussion, and conclusion to be analyzed remained. The remaining parts were read and analyzed 

carefully for metadiscourse categories, based on Hyland and Tse’s (2004) taxonomy. The two 

researchers cross-compared their findings to ensure that metadiscourse categories were correctly 

determined. Finally the findings were subjected to statistical analysis. 

 

 

Results and Discussions 

Metadiscourse studies can demonstrate important features of the language which facilitate 

communication in different cultures and professional communities. Therefore, this study investigated 

the use of metadiscourse in two languages, English and Persian, through two disciplines, computer 

engineering and applied linguistics as representative of academic studies. More clearly, the present 

study was intended to reveal how metadiscoursal resources are used and dispersed across the two 

academic languages. 

The analysis of total corpus showed there were 6,146 metadiscourse elements in 102,293 words, 

that is, there was one metadiscourse element in almost 16 words. This was almost one per 18 for the 

English corpus (total English corpus 50,602 words), and one in almost 15 for the Persian corpus (total 

Persian corpus 51,691 words). In other words, the total percentage of metadiscourse use for the 

Persian language is 6.49 while it is 5.54 for the English language (Table 2). Note that the percentages 

are based on the total number of metadiscourse items identified in relation to the total number of 

words used in each corpus. The above-stated finding reveals that academic texts are made up of a 

proportionally large number of metadiscourse items. Thus metadiscourse needs to be taken into 

account more seriously when an academic text aims at high standards of intelligibility and 

communication. Also, this shows that the explicit use of metadiscourse for either smooth shifting of 

propositional information or involving the reader in the argument is necessary. Another implication is 

that the idea considering metadiscourse as just marginal to the texts (Crismore & Farnsworth, 1990) is 

simply not plausible. Thus, if a text is dependent on metadiscourse elements to such a large extent, it 

cannot achieve the high expectations of quality without due attention to the linking role of 

metadiscourse. 

Further analysis of the two dimensions of metadiscourse as shown in the following table (Table 2) 

shows that Persian made use of “interactive resources” more than “interactional ones” (5.05% vs. 

1.4%, respectively). The English language also used “interactive resources” more than “interactional 

elements (3.7% vs. 1.8%, respectively). This finding can indicate the significance of textual congruity 

over explicit interpersonal relations with audience. While Persian and English both relied more on 
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P<0.01 Critical: 1.96 

“interactive resources” than “interactional ones”, Persian manages to overtake English in the 

“interactive part”, but remains lower in the “interactional section”. On the whole, the statistical 

analysis shows that the differences between the two languages are statistically significant (see Table 

2). The fact that the difference between the two languages is more salient in the use of “interactive 

items” may show that Persian tends to go to greater lengths establishing coherence in the text, hence 

providing more guidance for the reader to comprehend the purpose of the text. However, English 

remains slightly more faithful to the involvement of the reader in the text (more use of interactional 

resources), that is, the writers in English are inclined to have a closer association with the reader. It is 

likely the predominance of this feature in English can somehow compensate for the decreased 

utilization of ‘interactive elements’, hence striking the balance between the textual and interpersonal 

functions of the language. 

Table 2: The analysis of metadiscourse resources in each language 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

A closer investigation of the two languages is possible if subcategories of the metadiscoursal 

elements are also taken into account. As Table 3 shows, the two languages differ in the way they 

prioritize the respective subcategories. English language capitalizes maximally on the ‘transitions’ 

(.87%) and minimally on the ‘attitude markers’ (.07%). Persian also uses ‘transitions’ (1.62%) as the 

first priority, which is more frequent than its English counterpart, but unlike English uses ‘engagement 

markers’ (.03%) as the last. As a general rule, it seems that both languages find ‘transitions’ central to 

academic writing, though Persian writers make more of an attempt to ensure that readers can recover 

their intentions. It is interesting indeed to notice that English writers, as far as this small-scale study 

indicates, make the least use of ‘attitude markers’, which may support the conviction that academic 

writing requires a high degree of detachment and objectivity (Stapleton, 2002). On the other hand, 

Persian writers resort to their own attitudinal positions more (Persian use of ‘attitude marker’ is .13%). 

In fact, Persian writers seem to voice their ownership to the findings more conspicuously. 

Furthermore, it is revealed below (Table 3) that English assumes the second place for ‘evidentials’ 

whereas Persian relegates ‘evidentials’ down to the fifth position, indicating one more time that 

English provides a stronger ground for the documentation of the information. Likewise, English 
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Languages Total words Metadiscourse 

Freq. 

Interactive Interactional Total 

English 50602 2804 3.7% 1.8% 5.54% 

Persian 51691 3342 5.05% 1.4% 6.46% 

Z-test ********** ********** 10.42 5.20 ****** 



Interactive Interactional 

P< 0.01 Critical: 1.96 

makes equal use of ‘code glosses’ and ‘hedges’, both appearing in the third position while Persian 

separates the two, with ‘code glosses’ ranking second and ‘hedges’ standing eighth. The juxtaposition 

of the two in English seems well justified. Since code glosses are supposed to provide interpretation 

for the findings, the English writers have taken cautionary measures so as not to sound biased, by 

using the same amount of hedging to soften the force of their interpretation. On the contrary, Persian 

writers at the same time have offered more comments (use of more code glosses) and have dared to be 

less conservative by using less hedging. This finding can be cautiously taken as a partial indication 

that Persian writers of academic research articles try to speak more persuasively, hence casting doubt 

over the belief that academic writing is universally impersonal (Stapleton, 2002). Another feature 

which also stands out between the two languages is the cautious employment of ‘boosters’ (.3%) 

appearing in the eighth place by the English writers and the larger use of that subcategory (.63%), two 

times more than English, occurring in the fourth place by the Persian writers, again demonstrating 

more involvement and stronger position of the writer in Persian texts. Persian writers’ increased use of 

boosters can indicate that they consider the findings of their research as largely monolithic and reliable 

while English writers exercise conservativism, leaving their findings to be interpreted by the audience. 

On the whole, the results show that Persian writers have used metadiscourse elements more, and z- 

tests show that the differences are statistically significant for all subcategories except for ‘endophoric 

markers’. Persian writers’ larger reliance on the metadiscourse elements cannot always be taken as a 

positive indication of facilitating communication particularly if they want to write in a different 

language for readers of linguistically disparate backgrounds (Martin, 2003). On the contrary, the 

relatively higher use of metadiscourse may affect the preciseness and conciseness of propositional 

relationships, making them subject to extreme subjective interpretations by speakers of another 

language. 

Table 3: The detailed analysis of metadiscourse subcategories in each language 

Metadiscourse 

 

 

 

Conclusion 

The results of this study suggest that the use of metadiscourse in English and Persian research articles 

may reflect the conventions each discourse community has to rely on. That is, metadiscourse provides 
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Languages No. of T 

words 

Fm En Ev Co      H Bo Am Eng Sm     Total 

English 50602    0.87 0.65 0.56 0.86 0.76 0.76 0.3 0.07 0.16 0.50 5.54 

Persian 51691    1.62 0.88 0.54 0.62 1.38 0.27 0.63 0.13 0.03 0.33 6.46 

Total *****    2.49 1.54 1.1 1.48 2.14 1.03 .93 .2 .19 .83      12 

Z-tests *****    10.86 4.45 0.30 4.56 9.55 10.79 7.57 2.97 6.84 4.22 6.21 



a link between texts and community cultures, defining the rhetorical context which is created to 

conform to the expectations of the audience for whom the text is written. As Hyland (2004) concludes, 

the importance of metadiscourse lies in the part it has in explicating the context for interpretation, 

revealing one way in which acts of communication define and maintain social groups. The results 

obtained in the present study also show that Persian writers of research articles relatively preferred to 

outperform their English counterparts by using more metadiscourse elements. The differences can 

distinguish Persian writers as using overt acts of communication from English writers as resorting to 

the covert acts of expression. 

The observed differences between the two languages go contrary to the idea of the universal 

scientific discourse propounded by Widdowson (1979). Thus, on the basis of these findings, various 

discourse communities may need to opt for one or another rhetorical pattern in the case of having 

certain readership. As a case in point, Persian writers of English academic articles addressing native 

English readers may need to tone down their overuse of interactive and scale up their underuse of 

interactional metadiscourse elements in order to arrive at a balanced view of communication based on 

the observed standards. Of course, the standards must not be interpreted in the rigid sense and as hard 

and fast rules, but as ‘general tendencies’ which could soften the interlingual differences, leading to 

more intelligible contexts for communication. Nor is this to claim that only one strict standard exists 

or is always desired but as Martin (2003) implies, academic discourse communities wishing to 

communicate new knowledge to other members of the academic community with a different language 

essentially need to have their research published in the English language, whose native textual 

organization and linguistic features are predominantly taken as the frame of reference by non natives. 

In this way, academic communities of different linguistic backgrounds may face minimum rhetorical 

differences, hence avoiding the possible breakdown of communication (Martin, 2003; Connor, 1996). 

Thus one important implication of the present study for prospective writers can be the fact that 

English academic genre represents a so–called writer–oriented, or viewed from the opposite angle, 

reader responsible genre in comparison with Persian. Of course, it is very important to notice that 

writer or reader responsibility is a relative feature. In other words, a language may be writer 

responsible in comparison with one language and reader responsible in comparison with another 

language. 

In addition to having distinct genre-based norms, the two languages studied here can be considered 

as indicating that metadiscourse is a stylistic device representing a socio-cultural rhetoric as well. A 

socio-cultural rhetoric necessarily attempts to account for the functions which a language is to serve, 

and also the ways those functions are to be appropriately achieved. As regards the present study, it 
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must be asserted that both English and Persian languages made the textual function of language their 

primary goal, but Persian differed in making more use of this function. This shared feature, taken on a 

general level, may reveal that some degree of pragmatic overlap can be expected of the same genre 

that aims to achieve similar academic objectives. Persian and English demonstrate that different ways 

of communication tend to define the two languages. This finding reaffirms the position, already taken 

by Hyland (2004), that effective writing in different cultures involves a different culture-oriented 

deployment of resources to represent text and reader. 

To elaborate, it needs to be stated that language utilizes certain linguistic forms and conventions 

which are encoded by the socio-cultural system of communication (Halliday, 1994). That is, all 

language use is a social and communicative act in which mutual cooperation and assistance are 

provided between the producer and receiver of the language to exchange information. As the present 

study showed in the case of metadiscourse use, such mutual cooperation can be differently designated 

and distinctively realized in different languages. It is through the lenses of the socio-rhetorical 

framework that some languages produce writer-based prose and others prefer reader-oriented one 

(Blagojevic, 2004). In this vein, metadiscourse is not an autonomous stylistic feature of language 

dissociated from the social texture, which can be used, reused, or left unused at will by the writers. It 

is an essential device which can be created out of the contextual requirements, intimately linked to the 

expectations of a particular professional community, and superordinately determined by the cultural 

norms of a given language. 

Of course it must be borne in mind that the present study focused on the quantitative analysis of 

metadiscourse differences between two languages, and did not attempt to further investigate and 

determine the exact socio-cultural factors which might underlie the observed differences. Thus the 

findings can be attributed to the fact that rhetorical variation across languages depends both on the 

social origin and the activity (e.g. research articles) in which one is engaged. This diatypic variation is 

very well supported in the systemic-functional framework (Halliday, 1994) where language use is 

viewed as a configuration of the semantic resources which members of a culture associate with a 

situation type. The same idea is also upheld by Kaplan (1966) and Mauranen (2001). They both 

emphasize that rhetorical variation across languages in general, and academic communities in 

particular, can be accounted for by the socio-cultural aspects of the languages. This important 

relationship needs to be investigated and explored further through additional studies focusing directly 

on the underlying patterns which are likely to give rise to the differences. 
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